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Hubert Truckenbrodt
Universität Tübingen

This paper presents an optimality theoretic analysis of the variation in
phonological phrasing in Bengali found in Hayes and Lahiri (1991) and
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Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996). In this account, the variation in the phrasing
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in Bengali is analyzed in terms of free ranking of constraints (Ito and Mester
1997). It is argued that the variation in Bengali supports a new approach to
the relation between syntactic and phonological phrases: internal phonologi-
cal phrase boundaries are seen to result from output-to-output faithfulness
to phrase boundaries of maximal projections occurring in isolation. Further,
it is also argued that variation in complex forms may be inherited from
simpler forms via output-to-output faithfulness, supporting a suggestion of
Elenbaas (1999).
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0. Introduction

In this paper, I develop an analysis of two patterns of optionality in the assign-
ment of phonological phrases (p-phrases) in Bengali, drawing on the data and
description of Hayes and Lahiri (1991) and Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996). I am
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interested in the theoretical evaluation of this optionality in the formalization
of the syntax-phonology mapping in Optimality Theory (OT; see Prince and
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Smolensky 1993). In OT, the standard way of analyzing optionality has come to
be what Itô and Mester (1997) call free ranking: two constraints A and B that
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crucially interact are not in a fixed ranking relation in a given language. The free
ranking allows the results of two constraint evaluations, one in which A
dominates B, and the other in which B dominates A.

Earlier accounts of the syntax-phonology mapping in OT include Selkirk
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(1995b, 2000), and Truckenbrodt (1995, 1999). It will be seen that the optionality
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in Bengali cannot be derived by the constraints of the syntax-prosody mapping
of these proposals, even assuming a free ranking. The patterns of optionality
will instead be seen to motivate the incorporation of output-to-output faithful-
ness (OO-faithfulness) into the analysis of the construction of p-phrases.

This shift in the analysis has possible applications beyond the scope of this
paper. P-phrases generally show a partial similarity to syntactic constituents.
While Selkirk (1986, 1995b, 2000) and Truckenbrodt (1995, 1999) see this as

<LINK "tru-r33"><LINK "tru-r38">

arising from constraints explicitly demanding such similarity, the OO-faithful-
ness analysis derives the similarity in a different way. Smaller constituents, when
in isolation, are exhaustively phrased, a process by which their edges inevitably
coincide with edges of p-phrases. These p-phrases are then retained in a larger
structure by OO-faithfulness, and thus come about without any explicit
demand for similarity between syntactic and prosodic constituents. An analysis
for Bengali that formalizes this perspective is developed in this paper. Exten-
sions to other languages are left for future research.

The Bengali case, in the present analysis, also bears on the interaction of
optionality with OO-faithfulness. What happens in cases in which a structure
S1 must show OO-faithfulness to S2, but in which S2 is subject to optionality
between two phonological forms Ø(S2) and Ø¢(S2)? Is there one ‘preferred’
form, say Ø(S2), that serves as the reference point? Does OO-faithfulness have
to take both outputs into consideration simultaneously? Or, as suggested by
Elenbaas (1999), can either phonological form separately serve as the reference
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point? I will show that the Bengali data suggests that the latter is the case, thus
supporting the suggestion of Elenbaas (1999). Formally, then, there are in fact
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two sources of variation: free ranking, and inheritance of the effects of free
ranking through OO-faithfulness.

1. The optionality in Bengali

The present paper draws on the study of Bengali intonational phonology in
Hayes and Lahiri (1991), which includes a discussion of the formation of
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phonological phrases relative to syntax, with the two patterns of optionality that
are relevant to this article. The present paper also draws on Fitzpatrick-Cole’s
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(1994, 1996) studies of Bengali phrasal reduplication, which crucially interacts
with phonological phrasing. In these works, the patterns of phrasing described
by Hayes and Lahiri (1991) are confirmed and shown to have further applica-
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tions. An additional reference is the study of focus clitics in connection with the
prosodic system of Bengali in Lahiri and Fitzpatrick-Cole (1999).

<LINK "tru-r26">
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Hayes and Lahiri (1991) argue that evidence from two sources converges on

<LINK "tru-r19">

the patterns of p-phrases in Bengali. One source is the tones of the intonational
system. A HP boundary tone marks the right edge of the p-phrase. At the same
time, the strongest stress of the p-phrase is marked by an L* pitch accent. Since
word-stress is leftmost in Hayes and Lahiri’s account, and the strongest stress
within the p-phrase is in turn assigned to the leftmost word (exempting clitic
elements), the L* pitch accent is typically found initial in the p-phrase. The
other source of evidence for p-phrasing is provided by two segmental spreading
phenomena, /r/ Assimilation and Voicing Assimilation, both of which are
sensitive to the edges of the p-phrase.

(1) Reference to p-phrases in Bengali
a. In p-phrases preceding the nuclear accent of an intonational phrase, an

L* HP tonal contour is assigned, where L* associates to the syllable with
strongest prominence within the each p-phrase, and HP associates
with the last syllable of the p-phrase (with some variation).1

b. Optional total assimilation of [r] to a following coronal consonant is
blocked at p-phrase boundaries.

c. Optional regressive voicing assimilation among adjacent stops is
blocked at p-phrase boundaries.

An example from Hayes and Lahiri (1991:85) with narrow focus on the verb is
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shown in (2). In a deliberate rendition of this example, the phrasing in (2a) is
observed, in which each argument of the verb as well as the verb form separate
p-phrases. The p-phrases are seen by the L* and HP tones assigned relative to
them (and their heads of prominence, underlined in (2), that serve as the
anchors of L*). In this example, the p-phrases also have the effect of blocking
regressive voicing assimilation across the edge of first and second p-phrase, and
across the edge of second and third p-phrase, as indicated. In faster speech, the
phrasing in (2b) becomes possible, with the subject and first object forming a
larger p-phrase together. The phrasing can be inferred from the tonal structure,
as well as from the applicability of regressive voicing assimilation across subject
and first object.

(2) a. L* HP L*HP L* HP L* HP LI

| | | | | | | | |
[onup]P [bagh]P [kaJ̌ol-ke]P [diečhe]P ]I

onu[p] [b][gh] [k]
[Anup [tiger [Kajol-obj [gave �
“Anup gave a tiger to Kajol.” (focus on the verb)
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b. L* HP L* HP L* HP LI

| | | | | | |
[onup bag h]P [kaJ̌ol-ke]P [díečhe]P ]I

[b�b][gh] [k]

Hayes and Lahiri (1991) shows that the pattern of phrasing for a verb and its

<LINK "tru-r19">

arguments is different from the pattern of phrasing found inside of an NP or PP
(postpositional phrase). I will refer to the two cases as phrasing in the verbal
system and phrasing in the nominal system, respectively. Both cases show
optionality of a certain kind, though the optionality between verbal and
nominal system differ both in the way they are conditioned by non-structural
factors such as rate of speech, and in the patterns allowed and disallowed under
the optionality. I will begin with the verbal system.

Bengali shows head-final word order in the projections of V, N, A and P. At a
normal rate of speech, the arguments of a verb each form separate p-phrases, and
the final verb forms a p-phrase of its own. This phrasing was seen in (2a) above, an
example in which the verb has narrow focus.2 It is also observed where no
narrow focus is involved, as shown in (3a), from Hayes and Lahiri (1991:90f).

<LINK "tru-r19">

(3) S

fmor
Amor
“Amor gave a scarf to Tara.”

cador
scarf
¦ ¦tara-ke

Tara-obj

diec eh

gave

NP VP

NP V¢

NP VN

N

N

a. (fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P normal rate of speech
b. i. (fmor čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P additional options with

ii. (fmor)P (čador tara-ke)P (diečhe)P �faster speech and
iii. (fmor čador tara-ke)P (diečhe)P �under givenness

c. *(fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke diečhe)P generally impossible

At a normal rate of speech and when all constituents are contextually new, these
phrase-breaks are not optional. However, at a faster rate of speech, or if a
constituent is contextually given, p-phrase boundaries between the arguments
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can be omitted. An example of this was seen in (2b). The possibilities and limits
of the optionality are illustrated in (3b,�c). Two or more adjacent arguments
may join into a larger p-phrase, as shown in (3b). However, the final verb does
not participate in the optionality. The phrase-break to its left is always obliga-
tory, as shown in (3c). Notice that the larger p-phrases formed in (3b) are not
syntactic constituents.

In the nominal system, optionality is available regardless of rate of speech.
Further, the optionality is restricted in such a way that only syntactic constituents
may form larger p-phrases. This is shown in (4), with an example from Hayes and
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Lahiri (1991:88f). In (4a), each p-phrase matches a syntactic word. In (4b–d), the
larger constituents NP2, PP, and NP1 are p-phrases. These constituents are
followed by separate p-phrases around each remaining word, if any. This
separate phrasing corresponds to the syntactic structure, in which none of the
strings of words following an internal p-phrase edge are constituents. (4e–g)
show that such strings cannot form p-phrases in the nominal system.

(4)

¦

NP1

durgfnd oh

Jonno

gur-ert» fk

N1

P

N2A

NP2

PP

a. ( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

b. ( »tfk (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

c. ( »tfk (gur-er (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

d. ( »tfk (gur-er (J̌onno (durgfndho)P

e. *( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno (durgfndho)P

f. *( »tfk gur-er)P (J̌onno (durgfndho)P

g. *( »tfk)P (gur-er (J̌onno (durgfndho)P

(sour (molasses (for (bad-smell
“the bad smell of sour molasses”

Additional examples of the optionality in the nominal system are given in
Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996) and are reproduced here, with the syntactic

<LINK "tru-r14">

analysis of Fitzpatrick-Cole. (5) and (6) show left-branching structures of three
words, composed of different syntactic constituents, but both showing the same
optionality.
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(5)

¦

¦ ¦

Jonno

ram-er
Ram-
for Ram’s father-in-law

gen

“ ”

sosur-er
father-in-law-gen for

NP2 N1

PP

NP1 P

(ram-er)P (šošur-er)P (J̌onno)P

(ram-er)P (šošur-er)P (J̌onno)P

(ram-er)P (šošur-er)P (J̌onno)P

(6)

k ubh

very
patla
thin

sari
sari
¦ ¦kin-c -oh

buy- -2pres p

na
neg

ki?
q

tumi
you
“You’re not buying such a thin sari, are you?”

Adv A

AP N

NP

(khub)P (patla)P (šari)P

(khub)P (patla)P (šari)P

(khub)P (patla)P (šari)P

A left-branching structure with five words from Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996)

<LINK "tru-r14">

is shown in (7). The optionality observed above extends to this case.
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(7)

¦

NP1

durgfnd oh

Jonno

gur-er

t» fk

N1

P

N2

A

NP2

PP

k ubh

very
“the bad smell of sour molasses”

sour molasses for bad-smell

Adv

AP

(khub)P ( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

(khub)P ( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

(khub)P ( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

(khub)P ( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

(khub)P ( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996) also shows right-branching structures, which

<LINK "tru-r14">

display an analogous optionality — syntactic constituents may be phrased
together or phrased in smaller units, while strings that are not constituents may
not be phrased together. (8) is an example in which a right-branching structure
with three words is embedded in a postpositional phrase. In (9), a post-
positional phrase embeds a right-branching structure with four words.
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(8)

¦

¦

Jonno

dorakata AP

lal N

sari-r

N¢

N¢AP

NP P

PP

striped
“for a striped red sari”

red sari-gen for

. .

( »doraka »ta)P (lal)P (šari-r)P (J̌onno)P

( »doraka »ta)P (lal)P (šari-r)P (J̌onno)P

( »doraka »ta)P (lal)P (šari-r)P (J̌onno)P

( »doraka »ta)P (lal)P (šari-r)P (J̌onno)P

(9)

¦Jonno

AP

N1¢

N1¢

N1¢NP2

NP1 P

PP

AP

lal
red

gari-r
car-gen for

notun

ram-er

newRam-
“for Ram’s new red car”

gen

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P (J̌onno)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P (J̌onno)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P (J̌onno)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P (J̌onno)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P (J̌onno)P

Consider also the minimal contrast between a left- and a right-branching structure
from Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996) in (10). In both cases, two words may form a

<LINK "tru-r14">

p-phrase together if they constitute a syntactic constituent, but not otherwise.
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(10) a. b.

¦

NP

NAP

AAdv

lalhalka

sari

light red sari
“sari which is light red”

¦

NP

N¢AP

AP

lal

halka

sari

light red sari
“ sari which is red”light

N

(halka)P (lal)P (šari)P *(halka)P (lal)P (šari)P

*(halka)P (lal)P (šari)P (halka)P (lal)P (šari)P

The descriptive generalizations characterizing the patterns of optionality in the
verbal and nominal system are summed up in (11).

(11) Verbal system Nominal system
applies to: VP, IP NP, PP, AP
external conditions: fast speech, givenness none
syntax: forms non-constituent only syntactic

p-phrases constituents
stops at V are p-phrases

2. Problems with an application of earlier OT analyses to Bengali

In this paper, I am interested in developing the consequences of this variation
in an optimality theoretic account (Prince and Smolensky 1993) of the syntax-

<LINK "tru-r31">

phonology mapping (Selkirk 1995b, Truckenbrodt 1995, 1999). The account of

<LINK "tru-r33"><LINK "tru-r38">

Hayes and Lahiri (1991) extends suggestions made by Nespor and Vogel (1986)

<LINK "tru-r19"><LINK "tru-r28">

for Italian and other languages and by Hayes (1989) for English. I am not aware

<LINK "tru-r19">

of a proposal to reconstruct these proposals in Optimality Theory.
In this section, I will show the problems that the theory of Selkirk (1986,

<LINK "tru-r33">

1995a) and Truckenbrodt (1995, 1999) encounters when confronted with the

<LINK "tru-r38">

optionality in the Bengali nominal system. This will show the necessity of a
different account of Bengali phrasing in OT.

Consider again the phrasing options for (4), repeated here in (12). For the
sake of the argument, I assume, with Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996), that Bengali

<LINK "tru-r14">

adjectives project an AP.
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(12) [[[[tfk]AP (gur-er]NP1 (jonno]PP (durgondho]NP2

a. [[[( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

b. [[[( »tfk (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

c. [[[( »tfk (gur-er (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

d. [[[( »tfk (gur-er (J̌onno (durgfndho)P

[[[(sour (molasses (for (bad-smell
“the bad smell of sour molasses”

The theory of edge-alignment (Chen 1987, Selkirk 1986, 1995a) might approach

<LINK "tru-r7"><LINK "tru-r33">

the phenomenon at hand in terms of the constraint in (13).

(13) Align-XP,R: The right edge of a syntactic XP is aligned with the right
edge of a p-phrase.

Thus, we can obtain the fine-grained phrasing in (12a) by aligning the right
edge of each XP (AP, NP2, PP, NP1) with a p-boundary. This alone, however,
will not lead to any optionality. A possibility discussed and rejected in Fitz-

<LINK "tru-r14">

patrick-Cole (1994, 1996) is that insertion of a right-edge boundary is generally
optional in Bengali. As Fitzpatrick-Cole notices, while this would correctly
generate the attested phrasings, it would also generate unattested phrasings such
as ( »tfk gur-er)P(J̌onno durgfndho)P.

An extension of the theory of edge-alignment was argued for on indepen-
dent grounds in Truckenbrodt (1995, 1999). The proposal defended there is

<LINK "tru-r38">

that the effects of edge-alignment may in certain positions be suppressed by the
constraint Wrap-XP in (14).

(14) Wrap-XP: Each XP is contained in a p-phrase.

Wrap-XP derives the unexpected absence of p-phrase edges internal to lexical
syntactic projections in certain languages. For example, Hale and Selkirk (1987)

<LINK "tru-r17">

show that in the Uto-Aztecan language Tohono O’odham (formerly Papago),
a clause-initial XP coincides at its right edge with the right edge of a tonal
phrase. This and other constructions give evidence for right-alignment of XPs
with edges of tonal phrases. However, as Hale and Selkirk (1987) shows, right-

<LINK "tru-r17">

alignment of syntactic phrases with tonal phrases is suspended within lexical
projections. In the head-final VP, for example, there are no VP-internal edges
of tonal phrases in …[NP NP V]VP. In the analysis of this case in Truckenbrodt

<LINK "tru-r38">

(1995, 1999), tonal phrases are identified with p-phrases. Edge-alignment is
blocked in that analysis by Wrap-XP, which demands a single large p-phrase
around the VP. Thus, the p-phrase structure … (…[NP NP V]VP)P satisfies
Wrap-XP in that it allows each of the NP arguments as well as the VP to be
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contained in p-phrases. (It is immaterial that a single p-phrase does this for all
three XPs here.) On the other hand, the excluded phrasings [(NP)P (NP)P

(V)P]VP and [(NP)P (NP V)P]VP would violate Wrap-XP in not furnishing a
p-phrase at least the size of the entire VP — the VP is not prosodically wrapped
in a p-phrase.3

Wrap-XP might in principle be seen as a plausible constraint for suppress-
ing one or more of the internal p-phrase edges demanded by Align-XP,R in the
Bengali case in (12). Thus, in (12a), the fine-grained phrasing fully satisfies
Align-XP,R; however, it maximally violates Wrap-XP, in that neither of NP2 nor
PP nor NP1 have a p-phrase that contains them without an internal p-phrase
break. One might then see a trade-off relation between Align-XP,R and Wrap-
XP in the patterns of optionality in (12). In (12b), there are less violations of
Wrap-XP than in (12a), because (12b) allows not only AP but also NP1 to be
wrapped in a p-phrase. The cost of this improvement in (12b) is the failure of
AP to right-align with a p-phrase, in violation of Align-XP,R. (12c) additionally
allows wrapping of PP, though at the cost of not right-aligning NP1 with a
p-phrase edge. In (12d), finally, additional wrapping of NP2 is bought at the
price of additional failure to right-align PP.

We may then seek to implement this trade-off relation by not fixing the
ranking between Align-XP,R and Wrap-XP. Accounts of optionality in terms of
variable ranking have been argued for by Anttila (1997), Elenbaas (1999), Itô

<LINK "tru-r2"><LINK "tru-r13"><LINK "tru-r21">

and Mester (1997), Kager (1994), Kiparsky (1993), Reynolds (1994), among
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others. These works converge on a particular way of deriving variation, by
which different possible outputs result from different constraint evaluations
where the grammar permits more than one ranking of the constraints. In particu-
lar, given two crucially unranked constraints A and B, the results of two constraint
evaluations are allowed, one due to A » B, the other due to B » A. Itô and Mester

<LINK "tru-r21">

(1997) refer to constraints that may be ranked in either order to derive different
outputs as constraints in free ranking, a terminology adopted here.

Crucially, however, the relation of trade-off between Align-XP,R and Wrap-
XP cannot be derived by free ranking between Align-XP,R and Wrap-XP. Thus, if
the free ranking is resolved to Align-XP,R » Wrap-XP as in (15), the most fine-
grained phrasing is chosen. If the free ranking is resolved to Wrap-XP » Align-XP,R
as in (16), the most coarse-grained phrasing is chosen. The free ranking between
Align-XP,R and Wrap-XP thus derives an optionality between the most fine-
grained and the most coarse-grained phrasings. However, the intermediate
options (12b,�c) are not derived on either resolution of the free ranking.
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(15) [[[[ »tfk] gur-er] J̌onno] durgfndho] Align-XP,R Wrap-XP

a. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P ***

b. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P *! **

c. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P *!* *

d. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P *!**

(16) [[[[ »tfk] gur-er] J̌onno] durgfndho] Wrap-XP Align-XP,R

a. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P *!**

b. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P *!* *

c. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P *! **

d. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P ***

It seems that the problem that the Bengali optionality raises for an optimality
theoretic account is more general, and does not reside with the choice of
constraints. Thus, if we seek to represent the optionality as resulting from free
ranking of conflicting constraints, one favoring a fine-grained phrasing, the
other favoring a coarse-grained phrasing, a global evaluation of the phrasing
will always result in one or the other extreme, not deriving the intermediate
options. What this case suggests, then, is that the choice between fine-grained
phrasing and coarse-grained phrasing is made locally for each syntactic constit-
uent. This is illustrated with Hayes and Lahiri’s original account of the default
phrasing in Bengali in (17). The phrasing options are repeated in (18) for
convenience.

(17) Default P-phrasing
a. Every phonological word may be a P-phrase.
b. For consecutive constituents X, Y: if

i. X forms a legal P-phrase
ii. Y is a head c-commanding X
iii. Y π V
then [X Y] may form a P-phrase.
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(18) [[[[tfk]AP (gur-er]NP1 (jonno]PP (durgfndho]NP2

a. [[( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

b. [[( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

c. [[( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

d. [[( »tfk)P (gur-er)P (J̌onno)P (durgfndho)P

[[(sour (molasses (for (bad-smell
“the bad smell of sour molasses”

(17a) allows separate p-phrasing for each word, as in (18a). (17b) allows larger
groupings under certain syntactic conditions. (17b) may crucially apply in a
recursive fashion, with optional application at each stage. Applying to (18a), it
derives (18b). Applying again to (18b), it derives (18c), from where it may in
turn derive (18d). It can be seen, then, that the multiple optionality here
requires that the optionality be evaluated locally, for each syntactic constituent.

In the following section, I show how the invocation of OO-faithfulness
constraints in the construction of p-phrases allows for such local computations
of the optionality.

3. An account of the variation in Bengali

3.1 OO-faithfulness on the phrasal level

As I will show in this section, the optionality in Bengali can be derived in a
theory of phrasal phonology that employs output-to-output faithfulness
(OO-faithfulness in the following). Faithfulness to other output constituents has
been argued for by Benua (1995, 1997), Duanmu (1997), Elenbaas (1999), Itô
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and Mester (1997), Kager (2000), Kenstowicz (1995, 1996, 1997), McCarthy
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(2000), and Steriade (2000), among others. See Kiparsky (to appear) and Orgun
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(1996) for different proposals for accounting for cyclicity phenomena in
Optimality Theory.

OO-faithfulness will allow the problem of multiple optionality to be solved
along the following lines: in the derivation of a smaller constituent, such as [[ »tfk]
gur-er], ‘sour molasses’, one constraint in free ranking will prefer the coarse-
grained phrasing ( »tfk gur-er)P; the other constraint will import the first p-phrase
from ( »tfk)P via OO-faithfulness, resulting in the fine-grained phrasing ( »tfk)P(gur-
er)P. On the next level of complexity, [[[ »tfk] gur-er] J̌onno], ‘of sour molasses’, the
resolution of the free ranking responsible for the coarse-grained phrasing here
derives ( »tfk gur-er J̌onno)P. The ranking responsible for the fine-grained
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phrasing will import the p-phrases of the subconstituent [[ »tfk] gur-er]. Here the
optionality multiplies in the correct fashion if OO-faithfulness may take as a
point of departure either of the output variants allowed for this smaller constit-
uent, ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P or ( »tfk gur-er)P. Choosing the former as a reference point
for OO-faithfulness will derive ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P, choosing the latter as a
reference point will derive ( »tfk gur-er)P(J̌onno)P — the intermediate options
that cannot be derived by the combination of Align-XP,R and Wrap-XP. In this
account, then, the optionality multiplies with syntactic complexity as desired:
at each syntactic level, a choice is made between coarse-grained and fine-
grained phrasing. The variation for smaller constituents is passed on to larger
ones though OO-faithfulness in the options derived for fine-grained phrasings
of the larger constituents.

The invocation of OO-faithfulness in phrasal phonology changes the
perspective on the syntax-phonology interface in ways that may well go beyond
the addition of a constraint (OO-faithfulness) to the theory that is already in
place. Essentially, much of the work on the syntax-phonology interface has
explored partial similarities between syntactic and prosodic structure. For
example, Align-XP,R demands that syntactic and prosodic phrases coincide at
their right edges. Similarly, Wrap-XP will usually have the effect of enforcing
that a larger syntactic phrase must become a p-phrase as a unit. As the analysis
of Bengali below will show, OO-faithfulness likewise has the effect of deriving
similarity between syntactic and prosodic constituents. This raises the more
general question of to what extent OO-faithfulness can replace other constraints
of the syntax-prosody mapping. I will leave this question with regard to other
languages for future research. For Bengali, the analysis presented below does in
fact derive all such similarities from OO-faithfulness. A sense of this was given
in the outline of the account in the preceding paragraph.

In the formalization of OO-faithfulness on the phrasal level, I adopt three
premises that are shared by many, though not all, contributions in this regard.
First, in the computation of the phonological form of an element X, OO-faith-
fulness will target only subconstituents of X that are proper parts of X (Benua
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1997, Itô and Mester 1997, Kager 1999, 2000, Kenstowicz 1996). For example,
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for Kager (1999), these subconstituents have to be compositionally related to the
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larger form in a morphological and semantic sense. (Though see Kenstowicz
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(1996, 1997) for arguments that in addition to such a notion of Base-Identity,
a notion of Uniform Exponence in paradigms must be acknowledged that does
not rely on the part-whole relation; see also McCarthy (2000) for a proposal
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where the part-whole relation does not hold.) Second, the relation of the part to
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the whole has to be in a certain sense local. For example, the relevant parts are
directly or indirectly limited to immediate daughters of the whole in Benua
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(1997), Duanmu (1997), Itô and Mester (1997), and Kenstowicz (1996) (but see
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Kager (2000) for a different proposal). Third, OO-faithfulness is limited to those
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subconstituents of X that have free-standing forms, thus excluding morphological-
ly bound elements (see for example Itô and Mester (1997), Kager (2000), and
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Kenstowicz (1996) for motivation). With these premises, I formalize the
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application of OO-faithfulness on the phrasal level in (19).

(19) ZP

UP ZP

WP Z¢

Z YP

In

(order among sister nodes irrelevant)

or a substructure thereof, the computation of the phonological output of
ZP takes into account OO-correspondence of UP, WP and YP to free-
standing variants of these.

Only proper parts of the full structure enter into OO-faithfulness relations. The
notion of locality employed limits this to sisters of the syntactic line of projec-
tion of ZP (UP as a semi-sister of ZP, WP as a sister of Z¢, YP as a sister of Z).
XPs are assumed to be free-standing syntactic elements by definition. The
formulation limits OO-faithfulness to XPs. This is the present implementation
of the finding that syntactic XPs crucially enter into the formation of phonolog-
ical phrases (as in the constraints Align-XP and Wrap-XP, discussed above).
Some evidence for not including OO-faithfulness to the head X in the computa-
tion of the phonological form of the phrase XP will be seen at the end of this
paper. The present account is also comparable to earlier cyclic accounts of
metrical structure (Chomsky and Halle 1968, Halle and Vergnaud 1987, Cinque
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1993) in construing the role of syntax as defining a cycle, or, here, defining
where OO-faithfulness comes into play. It also has parallels in the cyclic
formation of phrasal tone sandhi domains in Mandarin Chinese in Shih (1986),
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and in the analysis of the same tone sandhi phenomenon in Wee (2000).
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Given OO-correspondence relations as defined in (19), (20) then insists that
p-phrases are ‘inherited’ in the phrasing of a larger constituent.

(20) MaxOO: If the syntactic constituent α has an output correspondent α¢,
then each p-phrase in α¢ has a corresponding p-phrase in α.
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Other than that, the analysis of Bengali makes use of the constraints in (21).

(21) *P Don’t form p-phrases.
*PNOM Don’t form p-phrases between a nominal category (here:

N, A, P) and the left edge of its maximal projection.
Exhaust(ivity) Every terminal element is contained in some p-phrase.

*P is a constraint punishing p-phrases, also advocated in Truckenbrodt (1999).
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It may be seen as comparable to generally used featural constraints such as
*[−high], or, more generally, as an instantiation of a general ban on structure,
*Struc in Prince and Smolensky (1993). *PNOM punishes p-phrases to the left of
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a syntactic head in the nominal system, which is here taken to include nouns,
adjectives, and postpositions. This is the constraint used in the present account
to distinguish between the nominal and the verbal system in Bengali. The
constraint takes some inspiration with the proposals of Nespor and Vogel
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(1986) and Cinque (1993), whose accounts lead to relatively less prosodic
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structure on the non-recursive side of a head. The formulation of the constraint
here, however, unlike Nespor and Vogel’s and Cinque’s proposals, transports
the hypothesis that prosodic structure to the left of a nominal head is generally
marked, regardless of the direction of syntactic branching. In English, for
example, the phrasing diagnosed by Hayes (1989) on the basis of rhythm-rule
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judgments contrasts the joint phrasing in the nominal system, (Toscanini’s ice
cream)P with the separate phrasing in the verbal system, (Mississippi)P (outlawed
it)P. In these examples, the diagnosis is a tendency for stress-retraction within
Toscanini, but not within Mississippi. Hayes (1989), using the syntactic theory
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of the time, accounted for this prosodic distinction in terms of a distinction
between the VP-external status of the subject of the clause, as opposed to an
NP-internal status of the possessor. More recent syntactic analyses have
postulated functional structure that would place the possessor in a functional
projection outside of NP, thus eliminating this possible source of the prosodic
difference (Abney 1987 and later literature). *PNOM may extend to cases of this
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kind, punishing a phrasing in the nominal system that parallels the phrasing of
subject and verb phrase, #(Toscanini’s)P (ice cream)P. It will do so on a formula-
tion in which the scope of *PNOM extends to the left edge of the functional
structure above NP, such as the left edge of DP (see also the following section).
The hypothesis resulting from *PNOM, then, is that the different phrasing of the
Bengali nominal and verbal systems reflect a more general ban on prosodic
structure to the left of a class of heads, a class including nouns, but excluding
verbs. However, the implications of this particular formulation will not be
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further developed here. Finally, Exhaust (or Exhaustivity) in (21) is a member
of a constraint family proposed in Selkirk (1995b) that also comprises the
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constraint Parse-Syllable from McCarthy and Prince (1993a). Exhaustivity
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demands exhaustive parsing on the level of the p-phrase.

3.2 Variation in the nominal system

Beginning with the simplest case, consider the constituent [ »tfk] in (4), which I
here take to be an AP. We want the AP to be a p-phrase when standing on its
own, which is derived by ranking Exhaust above *P, as shown in (22).

(22) [ »tfk]AP Exhaust *PNOM *P

a. ( »tfk)P *

b. ( »tfk *!

Next, consider the NP [[ »tfk] gur-er]. The fine-grained phrasing ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P

is derived by OO-faithfulness to ( »tfk)P, completed to an exhaustive parse by
adding a second p-phrase. The constraint that implements OO-faithfulness, and
thus favors the fine-grained phrasing, is MaxOO, as defined in (20). The coarse-
grained phrasing is favored by *P. However, to properly separate the nominal and
verbal systems, the constraint crucially invoked here in deriving the coarse-grained
phrasing is *PNOM. The account thus postulates a free ranking between the
OO-faithfulness constraint MaxOO and the constraint *PNOM. The resolution of
the free ranking to *PNOM » MaxOO derives coarse-grained phrasing, as in (23),
while MaxOO » *PNOM derive fine-grained phrasing shown in (24).4 A particular
resolution of a free ranking is indicated in the tableaux by shaded lines.

(23) [[ »tfk] gur-er]
O: ( »tfk)P

Exhaust *PNOM MaxOO *P

a. ( »tfk gur-er)P * *

b. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P *! **

c. ( »tfk)P gur-er *! * *
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(24) [[ »tfk] gur-er]
O: ( »tfk)P

Exhaust MaxOO *PNOM *P

a. ( »tfk gur-er)P *! *

b. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P * **

c. ( »tfk)P gur-er *! * *

Note that (24) establishes that the constraints in free ranking must be ranked
above *P, as the winning candidate (b) would otherwise be eliminated by *P in
favor of candidate (a). No crucial ranking is added for Exhaust. However, its
crucial ranking above *P, already seen in (22), is confirmed in (24), where the
inverse ranking would lead to candidate (c) as the winner. The crucial ranking
relations are summed up in (25).

(25) Exhaust, {*PNOM <> MaxOO} » *P

Consider then the next higher level, at which [[[ »tfk] gur-er] J̌onno] is phrased.
Where the free ranking is resolved in favor of *PNOM, a single large p-phrase is
derived, despite MaxOO. This is shown in (26).

(26) [[[ »tfk] gur-er] J̌onno]
O: ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P

or ( »tfk gur-er)P

Exhaust *PNOM MaxOO *P

a. ( »tfk gur-er J̌onno)P *(*) *

b. ( »tfkgur-er)P(J̌onno)P *! **

c. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P *!* ***

d. ( »tfk)P(gur-er J̌onno)P *! * **

What, then, of the case in which MaxOO leads to faithfulness to the phonological
form of the subconstituent [[ »tfk] gur-er]? Since two phrasings, ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P

and ( »tfk gur-er)P, were derived for this form, the question arises as to how this
optionality is treated by MaxOO. The Bengali optionality can be derived if,
following Elenbaas (1999), each of the smaller outputs in variation provides a
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possible reference point for the OO-faithfulness constraint. Thus MaxOO may
either enforce similarity to ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P or to ( »tfk gur-er)P. Where the output
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form ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P, derived in (24), is taken as the reference-point for
OO-faithfulness, a maximally fine-grained phrasing results, as shown in (27).

(27) [[[ »tfk] gur-er] J̌onno]
O: ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P

Exhaust MaxOO *PNOM *P

a. ( »tfk gur-er J̌onno)P *!* *

b. ( »tfk gur-er)P(J̌onno)P *! * **

c. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P ** ***

d. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P J̌onno *! ** **

e. ( »tfk)P(gur-er J̌onno)P *! * **

On the other hand, if the coarse-grained phrasing ( »tfk gur-er)P, derived in (23),
serves as the reference-point of OO-faithfulness, a phrasing intermediate
between maximally fine-grained and maximally coarse-grained is derived, as
shown in (28).

(28) [[[ »tfk] gur-er] J̌onno]
O: ( »tfk gur-er)P

Exhaust MaxOO *PNOM *P

a. ( »tfk gur-er J̌onno)P *! *

b. ( »tfk gur-er)P(J̌onno)P * **

c. ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P *! ** ***

d. ( »tfk gur-er)P J̌onno *! * *

e. ( »tfk)P(gur-er J̌onno)P *! * **

Crucially, both ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P and ( »tfk gur-er)P must be available as possible
reference-points, since each leads to an attested phrasing of the larger constitu-
ent for which there is no other source in the present account.

Note also that the last candidate in (26), (27), and (28) is the impossible
phrasing ( »tfk)P(gur-er J̌onno)P. This candidate is ruled out on either resolution
of the free ranking. Where *PNOM is decisive, as in (26), this only partially
coarse-grained phrasing is no match for the more radically coarse-grained
phrasing that wins the competition. On the other hand, where MaxOO is
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decisive, as in (27) and (28), it rules out the unattested phrasing by insisting on
the importation of all p-phrase boundaries of the corresponding output form.

On the last level, then, the three outputs variants derived in (26), (27), and
(28) each crucially serve as a reference point for OO-faithfulness in deriving one
of the four possible phrasings of (4) above. This is schematically shown in (29).

(29) resolution of reference point for

free ranking OO-faithfulness

( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P MaxOO ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P

( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P MaxOO ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P

( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P MaxOO ( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P

( »tfk)P(gur-er)P(J̌onno)P(durgfndho)P *PNOM irrelevant

All other phrasings for this structure are correctly excluded. They cannot
compete with the maximally coarse-grained phrasing in (29), which fully
satisfies *PNOM, and they would not fully satisfy MaxOO either — all phrasings
satisfying this constraint are already among the possible phrasings in (29).

The account extends from left-branching structures in the nominal system
to right-branching structures. The demonstration of this will involve a particu-
lar syntactic analysis of complex nominal projections, here adopted from Abney
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(1987) and Soh (2001). Consider (30), a substructure of (9) above, for which we
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want to derive the phrasings shown.

(30) NP1

NP2 N1¢

AP N1¢

N1¢AP

gari-r
car-gen

lal
red

notun

ram-er

newRam-
“(of) Ram’s new red car”

gen

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

The syntax in (30) is taken from Fitzpatrick-Cole (1996). In the context of the
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present account, it does not lead to the desired results, as the account would
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require OO-faithfulness to each intermediate complex constituent, including
the nodes labeled N¢ in (30) that comprise [lal gari-r] and [notun lal gari-r].
However, (19) limits OO-faithfulness on the phrasal level to syntactic maximal
projections. A partial remedy may be seen in adopting a DP-analysis with the
structure [DP1 DP2 [NP AP [NP AP NP]]]. In such a structure, there would be one
category NP with three NP segments (Chomsky 1995). We might then rely on
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each NP segment to trigger OO-faithfulness. This account is rejected here on
the grounds discussed in Truckenbrodt (1995, 1999) with regard to the applica-
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tion of Wrap-XP in an adjunction structure with multiple segments. There I
argue, and formalize, that a category with multiple segments acts for the
purposes of the syntax-prosody mapping as though it was represented by its
lowest segment only.

The structure adopted here instead is an adaptation of suggestions of Abney
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(1987) for English and Soh (2001) for Hokkien Chinese. Soh (2001:70) offers
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an explanation for a fact of phrasing observed by Chen (1987). As shown in
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(31), prenominal adjectives in Hokkien (or Xiamen) Chinese are in a separate
p-phrase when followed by ‘e’, but phrase with the following noun otherwise.

(31) a. (pin tuãh)P (e gin-a)P

(lazy (E boy
‘lazy boy’

b. (pin tuãh gin-a)P

(lazy boy
‘lazy boy’

Soh (2001), drawing on Duanmu (1998), argues that an adjective followed by
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‘e’ is a maximal projection AP, while an adjective not followed by ‘e’ is not an
AP. Her argument is that the former, but not the latter, allows modification:

(32) a. (ia pin tuãh)P (e gin-a)P

(very lazy (E boy
‘very lazy boy’

b. *(ia pin tuãh gin-a)P

(very lazy  boy

Soh’s proposal ties in the presence of ‘e’ with the modification and phrasing
facts. In the structure with ‘e’, shown in (33a), a Modifier phrase (ModP) is
headed by ‘e’, with the adjective filling the specifier of ModP. Here the adjective
constitutes a maximal projection AP. By contrast, in the absence of ‘e’, the
adjective itself heads the ModP, as in (33b). The modification facts in (32) now
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follow if modification is limited to APs. The phrasing facts in (31) likewise
follow: in Soh’s general account, which is a modification of suggestions of Chen
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(1987) (see also Selkirk 1986), the right edge of the maximal projection AP will
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trigger the insertion of a p-phrase edge in (33a)/(31a), while the right edge of
the head A of ModP will not in (33b)/(31b).

(33) a. b.ModP

AP Mod¢

Mod XP

E

ModP

Mod¢

Mod XP

A

An analysis of prenominal adjectives as syntactic heads rather than maximal
projections has also been suggested by Clements (1977) for Ewe and Selkirk and
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Tateishi (1991) for Japanese, in both cases similarly motivated — in essence, by
the absence of the prosodic division that a maximal projection AP would be
expected to trigger.

In Soh’s proposal, the constituent labeled XP in (33) is a DP. I will adopt a
modification of this proposal that merges with a related suggestion by Abney
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(1987), who presents arguments for the structure [DP D [AP A [NP N]]]]. Abney’s
structure shares with Soh’s proposal that prenominal adjectives head maximal
projections which contain the following noun. It is different from Soh’s proposal,
however, in locating the projections of the adjective below the projection of the
determiner. The adjustment allows for an analysis for the Bengali word order in
(30), with the possessor in the specifier of DP, as shown in (34).
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(34) DP1

DP2 AP/ModP1

A1 AP/ModP2

A2 NP

N

ram-er

notun

lal

gari-r
car-genrednewRam-

“(of) Ram’s new red car”
gen

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

(ram-er)P (notun)P (lal)P (gari-r)P

The crucial consequence for the analysis of Bengali phrasing lies not with the
status of the adjectives as heads (as in the phrasing of Hokkien, Ewe, and
Japanese), but with the status of their immediate mother-nodes AP/ModP as
maximal projections. These maximal projections will now invoke OO-faithful-
ness, and lead to the derivation of the correct phrasing options. The account is
analogous to that given for left-branching structures. Thus, on the level of
ModP2 in (34), one phrasing option, (lal)P (gari-r)P, will import the p-phrase
edges around NP; the p-phrase of the preceding A is due to Exhaustivity. The
other phrasing option will phrase AP/ModP2 as a single unit, (lal gari-r)P.
Optionality will then be inherited by the larger constituents through OO-faith-
fulness to AP/ModP2. Phrasing behaves similarly on the level of AP/ModP1. On
the highest level in (34), the additional issue of OO-correspondence of the
possessor DP2 arises. This turns out to have no consequences: the maximally
coarse-grained phrasing (ram-er notun lal gari-r)P suppresses the effects of
OO-faithfulness for right daughters as well as left daughters of the higher DP1.
The fine-grained phrasings, on the other hand, will phrase the highest left branch
separately. They will do so in satisfaction of OO-faithfulness for DP2, though such
separate phrasings would also result (due to OO-faithfulness to AP/ModP1 and
Exhaustivity) from a syntactic head in the same position. As in the right-branching
structures above, then, the phrasing options that result are all and only those in
which p-phrases larger than a single word are syntactic maximal projections.
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The revised syntactic analysis of NP-structure requires an adjustment of the
definition of *PNOM in (21). In the structure in (34), *PNOM must punish
p-phrases to the left of N within the higher ModPs and the highest DP, in order
for it to be effective in deriving coarse-grained phrasings of these projections.
For cases involving a preceding complement of the noun as in (4) above, it
must furthermore punish p-phrases within the NP itself. The revised definition
makes use of the notion of extended projection from Grimshaw (1991). In (34),
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the extended projection of N is taken to be DP1. With this addition, the revised
definition of *PNOM is given in (35).

(35) *PNOM Don’t form p-phrases between a nominal category (here: N, A,
P) and the left edge of its extended projection.

The revised definition of *PNOM will furthermore correctly extend to the English
possessor discussed in connection with the introduction of *PNOM in (21).

For left- as well as right-branching structures, the present account thus
derives the attested phrasings in the nominal system, including the intermediate
options, while excluding the impossible phrasings. OO-faithfulness crucially
allows the choice between fine-grained and coarse-grained phrasings to be
made locally, for each output constituent. The optionality derived at lower
levels is passed on to higher levels through OO-faithfulness, which then leads to
the attested multiple optionality. In this fashion, the case of Bengali provides
evidence that OO-faithfulness plays a role in the construction of p-phrases, and
that optionality derived for lower levels may be passed on to higher levels
through OO-faithfulness.

It was further shown how an account that employs OO-faithfulness can
more generally derive internal p-phrase boundaries from OO-faithfulness with
almost no further ado. Where smaller constituents are derived, their edges
coincide with p-phrase edges simply in response to the demands of exhaustive
parsing (Exhaustivity); for the simplest case, this was shown in (22) above, and
the effect is similar in the more complex cases in (23), (24), and (26)–(28).
OO-faithfulness may then be seen as importing these boundaries into more
complex structures.

3.3 The default of the verbal system

The default phrasing in the verbal system is exemplified in (36), repeated from
(3a). Recall that this is the only option at a normal rate of speech, in the absence
of contextual givenness.
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(36) Hayes and Lahiri (1991:90f)
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¦¦fmor
Amor
“ ”Amor gave a scarf to Tara

cador
scarf

tara-ke
Tara-obj

diec eh

gave

N

VNP

V¢

N

NPN

NP VP

S

(fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P

The account offered here distinguishes nominal and verbal systems in terms of
the constraint *PNOM. Before developing the account for the verbal system, I
wish to address a possible alternative, a syntactic hypothesis about the distinc-
tion between nominal and verbal phrasing. One might wonder whether the verb
has instead raised to a higher position in the clause (say, a head of TP or CP at
the right), such that the high position of the verb might account for the
differences between nominal and verbal systems. There are a number of reasons
to discard that possibility. First, it would not explain why the optionality in the
verbal system depends on rate of speech, while the optionality in the nominal
system does not. Second, the account developed for the nominal system
predicts that the verb will eventually come into the range of the ‘cyclic’ compu-
tation, no matter how high it has raised in the structure. The obligatory
p-phrase boundary to the left of the verb would thus not be explained. Third, it
would not explain why the verbal system, but not the nominal system, allows
non-constituents as p-phrases. Even though such a syntactic analysis would
allow one to maintain that some apparent non-constituents, such as in
(3bii,�iii), are in fact constituents (assuming the verb raises out of VP), other
non-constituent p-phrases, such as in (3bi), could not be reanalyzed as constit-
uents. Finally, Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996) observes that the p-phrase bound-
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ary preceding the verb is also obligatorily present to the left of each verb in a
series of verbs, as in (37).
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(37) Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994:167, 1996:321) (syntactic structure mine, H.T.)
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VP1

mer-e
beat-
“go along beating”

perf

col-e
walk-perf

g5-l-o
go- -3past p

¦

VP3 V2

VP2 V1

(mer-e)P(čol-e)P(gæ-l-o)P

If, in this structure, only the final verb were raised, its structural distance might
explain the second internal p-phrase boundary in (37), but would not explain
the first internal p-phrase boundary. If, on the other hand, all verbs were raised,
it is not clear how the structural distance between all of them could increase in
such a way as to enforce p-phrase boundaries between them.

The present analysis, then, distinguishes nominal from verbal phrasing in
the syntax-phonology mapping, such that nominal but not verbal projections
are subject to *PNOM. Verbal projections are subject only to the general con-
straint *P. The default phrasing in verbal projections is derived by the ranking
relations established above, Exhaust, {*PNOM <> MaxOO} » *P. (38) establishes
that this derives the desired result in a sequence of object and verb. The choice
between the prosodically well-formed candidates in (b) and (c) is now crucially
made by MaxOO, in favor of retaining all p-phrases from independently phrased
XPs. The outranked general constraint *P is systematically violated. Its cousin
*PNOM does not apply to the verbal projection, and so cannot derive a coarse-
grained free variant to the fine-grained phrasing for the verbal system.

(38) [[tara-ke] diečhe]
O: (tara-ke)P

Exhaust *PNOM MaxOO *P

a. (tara-ke)P diečhe *! *

b. (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P **

c. (tara-ke diečhe)P *! *

The account further correctly derives the separate phrasing in a series of verbs,
on the standard assumption that each of them heads a VP, as in (37) above. The
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derivation of this case is schematically illustrated in (39). The innermost VP,
when in isolation, is a p-phrase by Exhaustivity as in (39a). MaxOO, unimpeded
in the verbal system, forces retention of this p-phrase in case the VP is embed-
ded under another verb as in (39b). The structure is completed to (VP)P(V)P by
Exhaustivity. This is analogous to the derivation of the object-verb sequence in
(38). In (39c), the phrasing of this complex constituent is then in turn pre-
served under further embedding, and again completed to an exhaustive
phrasing by the addition of another p-phrase.

(39) a. (x)P

VP
b. (x)P (x)P(x)P

[VP V]VP Æ [VP V]VP

c. (x)P (x)P (x)P (x)P (x)P

[[VP V]VP V]VP Æ [[VP V]VP V]VP

More generally, then, due to the inapplicability of *PNOM in the verbal system,
verbal projections will generally choose a fine-grained phrasing by incorporat-
ing the p-phrases of the verb’s arguments through OO-faithfulness. The
account therefore correctly extends to the longer sentence in (36) above, where
each of the verb’s arguments forms a separate p-phrase. As shown schematically
in (40), these p-phrases are inherited from the verb’s arguments in isolation, in
the present account.

(40) (fmor)P

(NP1

(čador)P

(NP2

(tara-ke)P

(NP3

(NP1 (NP2 (NP3 (V
(fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P

(Amor (scarf (Tara-obj (gave

The first three p-phrases in this case thus come about by OO-faithfulness, while
the fourth, the one around the verb, is due to Exhaustivity, as derived in (38).
The verb, being a syntactic head but not a phrase, does not invoke phrasal
OO-faithfulness by (19), and thus has no OO-correspondent from which it
could inherit a p-phrase.

The different source of the p-phrases around the arguments from the
p-phrase around the verb may at this point seem to be no more than a quirk of
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the present account. However, it will have crucial consequences in the account
of variation in the verbal system below. It is therefore interesting that Bengali
offers some independent support for making such a distinction between XPs
and heads in the phrasing. This independent support comes from the phrasing
of complex predicates, to which I now turn.

3.4 The phrasing of complex predicates

Bengali complex predicates can be of the form NV or VV. Fitzpatrick-Cole
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(1996) and Lahiri and Fitzpatrick-Cole (1999) distinguish complex predicates
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from phrasal syntactic collocations on the basis of their meanings: where
phrasal syntactic constructions have a compositional meaning, complex
predicates will take on an idiosyncratic meaning specific to a particular colloca-
tion. For example, bhut, ‘ghost’, and dækh-", ‘see’, in the sequence bhut dækh-"
are ambiguous between the object-verb reading ‘to see a ghost’ and the complex
predicate reading ‘to be surprised’.

Syntactically, the analysis of Fitzpatrick-Cole (1996) is adopted here, by
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which a complex predicate joins two syntactic words into a larger syntactic
word. Thus, in the example at hand, the complex predicate is analyzed as
[[bhut]N [dækh-"]V]V, while the object-verb sequence has the phrasal analysis,
[[bhut]NP [dækh-"]V]VP in the case discussed here.

There is indirect prosodic evidence for an analysis of complex predicates in
which the members of the complex predicate are still separate words syntacti-
cally. Fitzpatrick-Cole (1994, 1996) discusses various phonological consequenc-
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es of a minimal word requirement, formulated relative to the prosodic word.
She argues that the members of a complex predicate are separate prosodic
words, since they are each separately subject to the minimal word requirement.
Further evidence for the prosodic word status of the members of a complex
predicate comes from the placement of clitics. Bayer and Lahiri (1990), Fitz-
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patrick-Cole (1996), Lahiri and Fitzpatrick-Cole (1999) argue that Bengali
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clitics are attached to prosodic words. In complex predicates, emphatic clitics
may attach to the right of each member of the complex predicate, thus giving
further evidence for the prosodic word status of the members of the complex
predicates. Given the prosodic word status of the members of a complex
predicate, we can make a plausible inference back to their syntax. It is a general
and plausible cross-linguistic assumption that separate lexical words generally
correspond to separate prosodic words, allowing for some variability in the
prosodic attachment of affixes, clitics, and other functional elements at their
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edges (see, for example, the constraint LexªPWd of Prince and Smolensky
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(1993), or the edge-alignment suggestions of McCarthy and Prince (1993b),
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Selkirk and Shen (1990), Selkirk (1995b)). This relation between syntactic and
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prosodic words suggests that the separate prosodic words in Bengali complex
predicates also form separate syntactic words, as in the analysis of Fitzpatrick-
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Cole (1996).5

As noted in Hayes and Lahiri (1991) and further discussed in Fitzpatrick-
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Cole (1994, 1996) and Lahiri and Fitzpatrick-Cole (1999), complex predicates
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differ in their phonological phrasing from object-verb sequences: while an
object and a verb must be phrased separately, as was seen above, a complex
predicates must form a single p-phrase, as illustrated in (41), from Hayes and
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Lahiri (1991:90).

(41) a. [ L* HP L* HP LI

[ | | | | |
[("mi)P (bhut dekhlam)P ]I

[d d]
[(I ghost saw
I ghost-saw = I was startled.

b. [ L* HP L*HP LI

[ | | | | |
[("mi)P (bhut)P (dekhlam)P ]I

[t d]
[(I ghost saw
I saw a ghost.

The difference follows from the present analysis. As was seen in connection
with (38) above, the separate phrasing of an XP and a following head results
from OO-faithfulness to the p-phrase of the XP. In the complex predicates,
however, the first member is not an XP. The fact that p-phrase edges are not
imported into the complex predicate thus supports the formulation in (19) by
which only maximal projections will show OO-faithfulness. A tableau for this
case is shown in (42). It can be seen that the joint phrasing of the members of
the complex predicate is here compelled by *P, in the absence of a motivation
for an internal p-phrase boundary.
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(42) [bhut dekhlam] Exhaust MaxOO *P

a. (bhut)P dekhlam *! *

b. (bhut)P (dekhlam)P **!

c. (bhut dekhlam)P *

If, by contrast, syntactic heads, like syntactic phrases, would lead to the impor-
tation of p-phrase boundaries by OO-faithfulness, the separate phrasing character-
istic of phrasal constructions would wrongly be derived, as shown in (43).

(43)
[bhut dekhlam]
O: (bhut)P

Exhaust MaxOO *P

a. (bhut)P dekhlam *! *

b. (bhut)P (dekhlam)P **

c. (bhut dekhlam)P *! *

The contrast between complex predicates and phrasal combinations thus
supports the formulation in (19) by which heads that do not form XPs on their
own do not invoke OO-faithfulness on the phrasal level in general, and more
specifically in Bengali, do not lead to the importation of p-phrase edges.
Indirectly, then, this also supports the aspect of the present analysis highlighted
in (40) above: the final verb is phrased separately not because it would itself be
subject to OO-faithfulness, but because of Exhaustivity. The latter distinction
will be crucial in the account of variation of phrasing in the verbal system,
developed in the following section.

3.5 Variation in the verbal system

The optionality in the verbal system is repeated in (44) from (3). (44a) shows
the default at a normal rate of speech, as derived in the preceding section. At
faster rates of speech, the alternatives in (44b) are allowed. The final verb does
not participate in such optionality, as shown in (44c).
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(44) (NP (NP (NP (V
a. (fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P normal rate of speech
b. i. (fmor (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P additional options with

ii. (fmor)P (čador (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P faster speech and
iii. (fmor (čador (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P under givenness

c. *(fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke (diečhe)P generally impossible
(Amor (scarf (Tara-obj (gave
“Amor gave a scarf to Tara.”

Since the optionality in the verbal system depends on external factors such as rate
of speech, while the optionality in the nominal system does not, the two cases of
variation are plausibly attributed to different sources. It is therefore important that
the variation of the nominal system, which is independent of speech rate, not
carry over to the verbal system. As already seen above, this comes out of the
present account, where *PNOM, responsible for deriving the coarse-grained
variants in the nominal system, is trivially satisfied in the verbal system. Thus,
the verbal system as developed so far only shows the fine-grained variants.

What, then, is the nature of fast speech variation in the verbal system? The
only structural cue available is the non-participation of the final verb in the
restructuring process. This behavior of the verb is difficult to understand if we
take the default surface patterns of phrasing in (44a) as a starting point. If we
think of the larger p-phrases in (44b) as resulting from restructuring of (44a),
there is no reason why the p-phrases of the arguments should undergo restruc-
turing while the p-phrase of the final verb does not. However, a distinction can
be made if we look at the options in (44b) in relation to the OO-correspondents
postulated in the present account, as in (45). Where restructuring is allowed, as
in (45a), the two strings merged into a larger p-phrase each have p-phrases as
OO-correspondents. On the other hand, where restructuring is not allowed, as
in (45b), the final verb, syntactically a head rather than a phrase, does not have
a phrased output correspondent in the present account.

(45) p-phrases in out- restructuring
put correspondents options

a. (NP)P (NP)P … Æ (NP NP)P … possible in fast speech
b. (NP)P V Æ * (NP V)P not possible in fast speech

(VP)P V Æ * (VP V)P

This distinction can be derived if fast speech restructuring is OO-coalescence of
p-phrases: the two p-phrases in (45a) are coalesced into a larger one, while the
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mapping in (45b) cannot be seen as one of coalescence, as the verb to the left of
the arrow does not have a p-phrase to enter into the coalescence relation.

The idea is formalized by adding the constraints IdentOO and UniformityOO

in (46) and (47) to the constraint MaxOO used above. These three constraints
are, by name and intent, extensions of standard faithfulness constraints in the
segmental domain of McCarthy and Prince (1999). They differ from the latter
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in targeting p-phrases rather than segments, and are defined over output-
output pairs. They also incorporate the element of existential quantification in
faithfulness constraints from Struijke (2000). Struijke applies this suggestion to
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cases of multiple output correspondents of a single input element. She argues
that it is sufficient if faithfulness to an element is satisfied in one output
correspondent (not necessarily in all of them, in case there are more). This is
here extended to coalescence in such a way that a coalesced element satisfies an
Ident constraint if each of its properties can be traced back to some correspond-
ing element in the non-coalesced structure (not necessarily to all). The formula-
tion of IdentOO in (46) then prohibits p-phrases with single correspondents
from changing size, but allows coalescence of two p-phrases if each part of the
coalesced p-phrase can be traced back to one of the p-phrases that fuse in the
coalescenced structure. UniformityOO punishes such coalescence of p-phrases.

(46) IdentOO

If P is in OO-correspondence with one or more P¢, then each element X
in P has a correspondent X¢ in some correspondent P¢.

(47) UniformityOO

No p-phrase has multiple correspondents in other outputs.

We may assume that IdentOO is undominated throughout; p-phrases only qualify
as correspondents if they meet this requirement. MaxOO and IdentOO jointly
distinguish between allowable coalescence (where they are both met) and non-
allowable extension of p-phrases (where one of them is violated) as shown in (48).

(48) a. (NP)P1 meets MaxOO and IdentOO

(NP)P2 …
(NPB [NPD)P1/2 …

[NPB [NPD … V]C]A Æ [NPB [NPD … V]C]A

b. (NP)P1 violates IdentOO

��(NP � V)P1

[NP � V] Æ * [NP � V]
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c. (NP)P1 violates MaxOO

��(NP � V)P2

[NP � V] Æ * [NP � V]

(48a) satisfies MaxOO if we understand the restructured p-phrase as a corre-
spondent of both p-phrases from the independent outputs. At the same time it
satisfies IdentOO because each NP in the larger restructured p-phrase has a
corresponding NP in one of the two corresponding p-phrases. As shown in
(48b,�c), the formation of a larger p-phrase that includes the final verb violates
either IdentOO or MaxOO. If the larger p-phrase is a correspondent of the
p-phrase of the output object in isolation, as in (48b), IdentOO is violated; the
verb in the larger p-phrase has no match in a corresponding p-phrase. If, on the
other hand, the larger p-phrase is not a correspondent of the p-phrase of the
object, as in (48c), MaxOO is violated, as the p-phrase of the corresponding
object is not retained in the larger structure.

(48a) thus conforms to MaxOO and IdentOO, though it violates Uni-
formityOO. MaxOO and IdentOO are then seen as circumscribing what is possible
in the verbal system, where they are unviolated: neither omission nor extension
of p-phrases related by OO-faithfulness is allowed, while coalescence is not
punished by either MaxOO or IdentOO. UniformityOO makes further decisions
in the range of possibilities thus circumscribed. At a normal rate of speech,
UniformityOO is obeyed and coalescence is impossible, while speech at a faster
rate allows violations of UniformityOO and tolerates coalescence.

How is the distinction between normal and fast speech implemented? Yip
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(1999) offers two analyses of speech rate effects on the size of domains of tone
deletion in Nantong, drawing on Ao (1993) and on ideas of Dresher and van
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der Hulst (1998) about correlations between prosodic constituents and units of
timing. In the first account, a phonological analysis, the domain of tone deletion is
the foot, regardless of speech rate. Different speech rates are distinguished by
different constraint rankings that decrease the size of the foot at slower than
normal rates, and increase it at faster than normal rates. In the second account, a
more phonetic analysis, the domains of tone deletion are defined in terms of a
speech-rate independent representation of timing, intermediate between
phonology and phonetics. In this second account, the prosodic representation
does not change with rate of speech. Rather, tone-deletion seeks an approxi-
mately time-invariant prosodic domain for its application, with the choice of
domain then indirectly conditioned by rate of speech. In Bengali, the rate of
speech effect does not appear to be located in the phonology-phonetics map-
ping, as the restructuring is sensitive to the distinction between syntactic heads
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and phrases, captured here in the sensitivity of OO-faithfulness to this distinc-
tion. This suggests an analysis of the former kind, in terms of re-ranking.6 In the
analysis offered here, the relevant constraints are UniformityOO and *P. The
analysis postulates the ranking in (49a) below for a normal rate of speech;
coalescence of p-phrases is ruled out, even if this means having a larger number
of p-phrases in the output. At faster rates of speech, re-ranking takes place,
allowing, in this case, free ranking between UniformityOO and *P

(49) a. normal speech rate: UniformityOO » *P
b. faster speech {UniformityOO, *P}

The free ranking then derives the optionality seen at faster rates of speech, as
shown in the tableaux in (50) and (51). The ranking UniformityOO » *P in (50)
chooses the non-coalesced candidate. This ranking also derives the correct
result at a normal rate of speech, where coalescence is not possible. The ranking
*P » UniformityOO in (51), possible only at faster rates of speech, derives the
coalesced variant.

(50) (čador)P1

(čador)P1 (tara-ke)P2 …
[NP����[ NP����]]

MaxOO UniformityOO *P

a. (čador)P1 (tara-ke)P3 … *! *…

b. (čador)P1 (tara-ke)P2 … **…

c. (čador)P1 (tara-ke)P1/2 … *! *…

(51) (čador)P1

(čador)P1 (tara-ke)P2 …
[ NP���[ NP������]]

MaxOO *P UniformityOO

a. (čador)P1 (tara-ke)P3 … *! *…

b. (čador)P1 (tara-ke)P2 … **!…

c. (čador)P1 (tara-ke)P1/2 … *… *

The tableaux also demonstrate that the constraints in free ranking have to be
ranked below MaxOO, for they will otherwise rule out candidates (b) and (c),
incorrectly predicting (a) to be the winner in both (50) and (51). This is a
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formal demonstration of what was informally discussed earlier as the role of
MaxOO as circumscribing the options available in the verbal system. Further-
more, it is compatible with the independently established ranking MaxOO » *P
in the nominal and verbal systems.

Consider then the case of the final verb. The formation of a large p-phrase
with the preceding object is ruled out by IdentOO and MaxOO, as shown in
(52a,�b), corresponding to (48b,�c) above. Thus, regardless of the resolution of
the free ranking between *P and UniformityOO in faster speech, the only
structure derived is that of a separate phrasing of the two objects, in (52c).

(52) (tara-ke)P1 diečhe
[NP��������V�����]

IdentOO MaxOO *P UniformityOO

a. (tara-ke diečhe)P1 *! *

b. (tara-ke diečhe)P2 *! *

c. (tara-ke)P1 (diečhe)P2 **

Notice that the separate phrasing of the final verbs, in the present account,
supports the formulation in (19) by which phrasal subconstituents, but not
syntactic heads, invoke OO-faithfulness. It is by virtue of this distinction that
the final head in Bengali has no OO-faithfulness relation that could sponsor
coalescence.

A formal issue then arises for the derivation of verbal projections. Once the
verb has obtained its separate p-phrase, as in (52c), could it not then coalesce
with the preceding object in the phrasing of a larger constituent that takes (52c)
as its reference point? A reasonable assumption here would be that the corre-
spondence relation is transitive, so that multiple coindexation (P1/2) is not
allowed. Coalescence would then be possible from the separate independent
outputs (čador)P1 and (tara-ke)P1 to (čador tar-ke)P1. The input for coalescence
with the verb at a later cycle would then have to be (tara-ke)P1 (diečhe)P1. This
structure would independently be prevented from arising by IdentOO in (46).
With these provisos, the verb cannot coalesce with its object initially when they
are joined, as derived in (52), and coalescence of object and verb is excluded on
general grounds in the computation of larger prosodic constituents.

Consider then again the optionality in the verbal system, repeated in (53).

(53) (NP [�NP (NP (V���]VP

a. (fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P normal rate of speech
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b. i. (fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P additional options with
ii. (fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P faster speech and
iii. (fmor)P (čador)P (tara-ke)P (diečhe)P under givenness

The default pattern in (53a) is derived in the absence of coalescence. In (53bi),
subject and first object are coalesced in the computation of the phrasing of the
entire clause. In (53bii), the two objects are coalesced in the computation of the
phrasing of VP. The coalesced structure is then retained in the phrasing of the
clause by OO-faithfulness to the phrasing of VP. In (53biii), finally, the two
objects are coalesced in the calculation of the phrasing of VP. Subsequently, the
subject is coalesced with the already coalesced objects, in the computation of
the phrasing of the clause. Notice, then, a parallel to the account of optionality
in the nominal system: the account must crucially allow the inheritance of
optionality derived for a lower constituent, through OO-faithfulness, to the
phrasing of a larger constituent. Thus, the distinction between (53a) and (53bii)
is derived at the level of VP by the free ranking of UniformityOO and *P in the
present account — the two objects may or may not be coalesced at this level.
The distinction must crucially be allowed to carry over to the entire clause by
OO-faithfulness to VP.

In conclusion, the default phrasing in the verbal system follows from the
account introduced for the nominal system. All arguments of the verb are
phrased separately, since they inherit the p-phrase boundaries at their edges
from independent occurrences of those arguments. The final verb receives a
separate p-phrase due to Exhaustivity. On the account motivated above, fast
speech restructuring in Bengali involves coalescence of p-phrases defined on
OO-correspondence relations. This is possible among adjacent arguments,
which have independent OO-correspondents that constitute p-phrases, but may
not involve final heads in the verbal system, which do not have independent
OO-correspondents that could be p-phrases in the present account.

4. Independent motivation for the special status of syntactic heads

The account of the special status of the final verb in Bengali relies on its
syntactic status as a head, and on the postulate in (19) that syntactic phrases,
but not syntactic heads, have OO-correspondents: with no OO-correspondent,
the final verbal head is ineligible for coalescence of p-phrases, so that the
p-phrase edge preceding it is obligatory. Some independent support for the
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relevance of the distinction between syntactic heads and phrases was seen in
connection with complex predicates in Bengali. The present section seeks to
further strengthen the relevance of the distinction between heads and phrases
by outlining an extension of the account to assignment of stress in German and
Dutch. The distinction between heads and phrases that is drawn in the defini-
tion of OO-faithfulness in (19) above will be argued to have consequences for
the phrasing there as well, though resulting in different surface effects.

Gussenhoven (1983, 1992) postulated an account of accent assignment under
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wide focus in Dutch, which shows some similarities to the phrasing in Bengali we
have observed. Each argument (and adjunct) forms a separate accentual domain,
and receives an accent. One difference to Bengali phrasing lies in the phrasing of
the final verb. While the Bengali final verb forms a separate p-phrase, a predicate
such as the final verb in Dutch is not assigned a separate domain if it is adjacent
to one of its arguments. The account has been applied to German by Uhmann
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(1991), with a comparable distribution of accents.7 Though Uhmann (1991)
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takes the prenuclear accents derived by this account to be optional in German,
my experience with experimental elicitation of such patterns in all-new sentenc-
es (Truckenbrodt 2002) suggests that the optionality is limited to contexts of
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givenness or narrow focus, as predicted by Gussenhoven’s account. Under wide
focus, these accents seem generally to be assigned. (54) and (55) highlight the
differences between Bengali and German. (54) is a Bengali example of stress and
phrasing under neutral focus, from Hayes and Lahiri (1991:56). The represen-
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tation in (54) minimally differs from the one chosen by Hayes and Lahiri (1991)
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in displaying the strongest prominence of the p-phrase on the same line as the
p-phrase. This extends the notation employed by Hayes (1995) for other

<LINK "tru-r19">

prosodic levels. The same kind of representation is chosen for the German
example in (55) under wide or neutral focus, minimally comparable to the
Bengali example. An initial complementizer, irrelevant to the stress-pattern, is
included to achieve clause-final position of the verb.

(54) ( x���)I

( x�����)P ( x�)P (� x���)P

(šæmoli (or bari ( »dhukečhilo
(Shamoli)P (his/her house)P (entered

(55) ( (��x )I

(� x��)P(��x )P

(weil) (Shamoli (ihr Haus betrat
(because (Shamoli)P (her house entered
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While Bengali and German are similar in that the verb’s arguments (here, the
subject and object) are phrased separately, they differ in the phrasing of the final
verb, which occupies a separate p-phrase in Bengali, but not in German. A
further reflection of this difference is the position of the strongest stress of the
clause. In both languages, the strongest stress of the intonational phrase is
assigned to the rightmost beat on the next lower level, following, for Bengali,
the account of Hayes and Lahiri (1991), and for German, the account of

<LINK "tru-r19">

Uhmann (1991). Due to the different assignment of p-phrases, the sentence

<LINK "tru-r39">

stress thus falls on the final verb in Bengali as shown in (54), but on the
preverbal object in German, as in (55).

An account of the German and Dutch pattern in terms of OO-faithfulness
makes use of the insight of Cinque’s (1993) cyclic account. Cinque (1993)

<LINK "tru-r9"><LINK "tru-r9">

construes the greater syntactic complexity of the verb’s argument, relative to the
verb, as the triggering factor for stress attraction on the argument. The present
account adopts this idea, though in a different formalization: it is the status of
the verb’s argument as a syntactic phrase that is crucial here, in contrast to the
status of the final verb as a syntactic head. The distinction is crucially drawn by
(19) above, which was seen to be relevant in Bengali as well.

The difference between Bengali phrasing and Dutch/German accentuation
may be seen with respect to what is preserved by OO-faithfulness. In Bengali, as
was seen, MaxOO crucially preserves the p-phrases of phrasal output correspon-
dents. In German and Dutch, the present extension of this analysis postulates
preservation of the stress or accent that is assigned instead. The difference is
shown in (56).

(56) a. Bengali b. Dutch/German
preserves phrasing preserves stress/accent
( x )P ( x )P

[or bari]NP [ihr Haus]NP

( x )P ( x )P ( x )P

[[or bari]NP ( »dhukečhilo]VP [[ihr Haus]NP betrat]VP

[[her house (entered [[her house entered

In the account of Dutch and German, the constraint preserving p-phrases will
be low ranked and ineffective (*P » MaxOO). Instead, a constraint on preserving
p-phrase prominence will be crucial in determining the accentual pattern, as in
(57). This is an extension of proposals for a constraint that preserves word-
stress between outputs in Duanmu (1997), Kager (2000), Kenstowicz (1997),

<LINK "tru-r12"><LINK "tru-r23"><LINK "tru-r24">

and McCarthy (2000).
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(57) Max-promOO: If the syntactic constituent α has an output correspondent
α¢, then each p-phrase prominence in α¢ has a corresponding p-phrase
prominence in α.

Crucially ranked above *P, Max-promOO will lead to the desired phrasing of the
object-verb sequence, as shown in (58) and (59).

(58) [ihr Haus]NP Exhaust *P

a. (ihr Haus)P *

b. ihr Haus *!

(59) [[ihr Haus] betrat]
O: (ihr Haus)P

Exhaust Max-promOO *P MaxOO

a. (ihr Haus)P betrat *! *

b. (ihr Haus)P (betrat)P **!

c. (ihr Haus betrat)P * *

d. (ihr Haus betrat)P *! *

Notice that it is crucial here that the final verb does not invoke phrasal
OO-faithfulness. If it did, the verb would come to be in correspondence with a
verb in isolation, which would form a p-phrase by Exhaustivity. It would also
receive phrasal stress, which would then be imported into the object-verb
collocation.

To complete the analysis for the case at hand, the separate arguments will
correctly be phrased and stressed/accented separately, preserving the stress and
accent they are assigned when phrased in isolation:
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(60) … [Shamoli] [[ihr Haus] betrat]]
O: (Shamoli)P

O: (ihr Haus betrat)P

Ex-
haust

Max-
promOO

*P MaxOO

a. (Shamoli)P (ihr Haus betrat)P ** *

b. (Shamoli ihr Haus betrat)P *! * **

c. (Shamoli ihr Haus betrat)P *! * **

On the level of the intonational phrase, the rightmost such phrasal stress, here
on the object, is strengthened to intonational phrase prominence.

The account can thus capture why the final verb is special in the assignment
of prosodic structure in both Bengali and Dutch/German. In Bengali, the final
verb is special in that it forms a separate p-phrase that may not coalesce. In
Dutch/German, it is special because it does not receive an accent. In the present
account, both instances are reduced to (19), by which syntactic phrases, but not
syntactic heads, have OO-correspondents in the calculation of OO-faithfulness
on the phrasal level. This strengthens the invocation of (19) in the account of
the phrasing of the final verb in Bengali.

5. Conclusion

This paper has shown that the multiple optionality in Bengali phrasing moti-
vates an account of Bengali phrasing in terms of a combination of free ranking
and OO-faithfulness. Crucially, these interact in the way suggested by Elenbaas

<LINK "tru-r13">

(1999): variation derived for a smaller constituent is inherited in the phrasing
of a larger constituent through OO-faithfulness.

It was also seen that the introduction of OO-faithfulness into the theory of
phonological phrasing leads to a new perspective on similarities between
syntactic and prosodic structure. For Bengali, in particular, such similarities can
be analyzed as arising from demands of exhaustive phrasing for smaller
constituents in isolation, and from the incorporation of the p-phrases thus
obtained into larger structures via OO-faithfulness.
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Notes

*�I would like to thank audiences at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, as well as at

<DEST "tru-n*">

the Workshop Prosody in Processing at the University of Utrecht (July 2001) for helpful
comments on the material discussed here. Special thanks for more detailed comments and
suggestions to Caroline Féry, Aditi Lahiri and Lisa Selkirk. Many thanks also to Judith Bauer
for proofreading and stylistic suggestions. All remaining errors are of course my own.

1.  The star-notation in L* is adopted by Hayes and Lahiri from Pierrehumbert (1980). The

<LINK "tru-r30">

star indicates that this tone is associated with a prominent syllable. The subscript on HP

indicates that this H tone is a boundary-tone of P, the p-phrase, in the notation of Hayes and

<LINK "tru-r19">

Lahiri (1991). No tones are assigned between the L* and the HP of each p-phrase in Hayes
and Lahiri’s account, so that phonetic interpolation derives a gradually rising tonal pattern
between each L* and HP.

2.  The example with narrow focus on the verb is chosen for its homogeneity of tone
assignment across all p-phrases. Without narrow focus, the final p-phrase is identical in
extension, but is assigned different tones.

3.  An interesting issue of subordinate relevance in the present context is the role of the
distinction between lexical and functional projections for the phrasing. Truckenbrodt (1999),

<LINK "tru-r38">

following up on Selkirk and Shen (1990) and Selkirk (1995b), argues that functional

<LINK "tru-r33"><LINK "tru-r33">

projections do not invoke the mapping constraints Align-XP and Wrap-XP. A crucial
consequences is that Wrap-XP does not suppress edge-alignment internal to functional
projections, thus allowing those utterance-internal p-phrase edges that give evidence for
edge-alignment in the first place. In the Bengali data of Hayes and Lahiri (1991) there is no

<LINK "tru-r19">

evidence for a distinction between lexical and functional projections. Since neither Align-XP
nor Wrap-XP will be a part of the analysis proposed here, the issue is not pursued here.

4.  The present demonstration of the theory takes the syntactic phrases as in [[ »tfk] gur-er] as
a starting-point. This analysis will be adjusted later in this section, in favor of [ »tfk [gur-er]].
The logic and the result here remain the same. In the case of fine-grained phrasing, in
particular, the lower syntactic phrase receives a separate p-phrase due to OO-faithfulness,
and the remaining head element receives a separate p-phrase due to Exhaustivity.

5.  The syntax of complex predicates is investigated by Butt (1995) in the related language

<LINK "tru-r6">

Urdu. For Urdu aspectual complex predicates, Butt argues for a comparable syntactic
structure that joins two lexical heads into a constituent (V¢ for Butt). One argument for this
close syntactic coherence is the impossibility of separating the members of aspectual complex
predicates by syntactic movement. However, complex predicates in Urdu do not form a
homogeneous class syntactically. Thus, if complex predicates are identified as those
constructions in which two heads combine their thematic and morphological (agreement-
related) properties, at least two classes of complex predicates exist that are distinct in their
syntactic behavior from aspectual complex predicates. One such class, the N-V complex
predicates, allow syntactic topicalization of the V member alone, though not of the N
member alone. Butt suggests a syntactic combination of N with V¢ for these cases, [N V¢]V¢.
Yet another syntactic behavior is exhibited by the more specific case of permissive complex
predicates, which share the (yet different) word-order facts of phrasal constructions. The
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discussion in the text proceeds on the assumption that Bengali complex predicates share with
the Urdu aspectual complex predicates and N-V complex predicates that the members of the
complex predicate are not syntactic maximal projections.

6.  In analyzing rate of speech effects by reranking, one may think of the link between
prosodic constituents and timing as an extragrammatical factor restricting possible
rerankings: Rate of speech motivated reranking must lead to a better match of prosodic
constituents to their preferred temporal durations.

7.  The non-accentuation of a final verb that follows an (unscrambled) object in German has
also been discussed in connection with the assignment of main stress in German by Cinque

<LINK "tru-r9">

(1993), Höhle (1979), Jacobs (1993), Selkirk (1984), von Stechow and Uhmann (1986), and

<LINK "tru-r20"><LINK "tru-r22"><LINK "tru-r33"><LINK "tru-r40">

others.
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